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IN.TERNA TIONAL 

The Great Satellites Hoax 
This has been the week of the British-scripted "Great 

Satellite Hoax." The British Round Table's press and 

media outlets in the U.S., including the Christian Science 

Monitor, the Washington Post, CBS, and NBC, soon 

echoed by British agenst-of-infiuence in the government 

led by energy czar James Schlesinger, paralyzed the 

misfunction of Soviet Cosmos 954 satellite into a 

preposterous "U-235" incident. It is a crude attempt to 

sabotage U.S.-USSR joint nuclear energy technology 

development, and space exploration, wreck the SALT 

talks, and make impossible potential both U.S.-Soviet 

entente and world industrial recovery. 

This was followed by a "Big Lie" black campaign run 

by those same forces about alleged Soviet "killer 

satellites" used for similar Cold War purposes. 

The timing of the Great Satellite Hoax is not ac

cidental. Nor is the campaign predicated upon any ob

jective U.S.-Soviet dispute. The Great Satellite Hoax is 
being used by the ruling British oligarchy and its agents 
of influence around the world as a psychological warfare 

instrument in behalf of their strategic policy. It is that 
strategic policy, and the evil forces behind it that must be 

defeated if there is to be any hope for peace and progress 
in the future. 

How The British Are Wrecking U.S.-USSR Entente 
The Jan. 26 Christian Science Monitor, in a centerfold 

feature titled "Does Britain Need a Nuclear Deter

rent?", performs the service of advertising the fact that 

the British financiers' Round Table is now threatening to 

launch a unilateral first nuclear strike if it appears that 

the world is slipping out of London's grasp. A second 

Christian Science Monitor contribution, the Jan. 31 
editorial "Stop the Space Arms Race," makes clear why 

British agents-of-influence Stansfield Turner and James 

R. Schlesinger, and Fabian Harold Brown, are now or

chestrating the "Soviet killer satellite" and Cosmos 954 

hoaxes. 
Great Britain is deeply meddling in U.S.-Soviet SALT 

talks and other essential features of mutual "detente" 

policy to sabotage any U.S.-USSR high technology-based 

cooperation which might lead to entente. This British 

meddling is aimed at manipulating U.S.-USSR relations 
into conformity with City of London merchant bank 

policy for deindustrialization of the world economy, 

including the emergence of a new and wasteful U.S.

Soviet arms race. 

British Nuclear Blackmail 

"Britain must decide whether to update its ballistic 

submarine force, and thus remain a strategic power, or 
whether to rely solely on the U.S. in a threat of war with 
the Soviets," the headline to the Monitor's feature says, 

"Does Britain Need a Nuclear Deterrent? " By in

sanely championing what amounts to a unilateral British 

first-strike nuclear posture, the Christian Science Moni

tor has helped to emphasize the importance to world 

peace of Soviet strategic "Option A" - and an imme

diate public pronouncement by Moscow that it reserves 

that option to target only United Kingdom territories and 

satrapies in the event of a London-provoked nuclear war. 

This insane nuclear blackmail threat. in line with 

ongoing British destabilizations and instigations of war 

in the Middle East and the Horn of Africa, is immediately 

directed against the current talks between an ll-man 
Soviet delegation, U.S. government officials in Washing

ton and business leaders in Houston, Los Angeles, and 

Detroit. Britain has succeeded in sabotaging such hope

ful lines of negotiations in the past. Although these cru

cial discussions have been almost totally blacked out by 

the Monitor. the Washington Post, and other British 

media mouthpieces in this country, reports from 
congressional sources, USSR press accounts, and the 

several delegations' itineraries all indicate their sub

stance to be a sincere Soviet push to reinvigorate detente 

and move toward U.S.-USSR entente - SALT, recon

vention of Geneva. joint exploration of space, and ex

panded trade and investment. 

British Wrecking Operattion 
Against SAL T 

Yesterday's Monitor editorial, "Stop the Space Arms 

Race," advertizes the British strategy to wreck the U.S.

USSR SALT talks and turn them into a vehicle for a 

British-induced ban on advanced technologies. Targeting 
the two areas of high-technology U.S.-Soviet potential 

collaboration - nuclear energy development, and the 

joint exploration of outer space - which if coupled with 

disarmament proposals could make the SALT talks via

ble as an instrument for progress and lasting peace, the 

British Monitor writes: "Now that attention is ri
veted on the Soviets' military satellites and the need to 

make military authorities accountable for what is going 
on in space, especially where nuclear materials are in

volved, the time would seem to be opportune to negotiate 

a halt to the arms race as well. The Carter Ad-
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